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1. Enrolment Process Policy and Procedure

Policy
This policy/procedure ensures that relevant information is gained from and given to
students prior to their course commencing or participating in any classes.

Procedure

Pre-Enrolment information:

• Each potential student will be able to access to a Course Outline Brochure prior to
enrolment to ensure an informed decision can be made to study with Smart Bowen Pty
Ltd.

• The Course Outline Brochure must contain the following topics:
o Pathways of the qualification / training
o Overview of the content covered
o Core and Elective Modules of training
o Pre-requisites (entry requirements)
o Duration of the course/ training
o Normal operating hours of the company
o Training and Assessment processes
o Course costs (an itemised list of enrolment fee, resource costs, any

administration fees, re-issuance of qualification testamurs fees and any other
fees)

o How to enrol
o Contact detail of the company

• The Course Outline Brochures may be distributed to prospective clients/ students by
the means of:

o Face to face meetings
o Email
o Website

Enrolment Form

• All students must complete an enrolment form to confirm their enrolment. The ‘Enrolment
Form’ shall contain as a minimum the following information:

o Identify the course or courses in which the student is to be enrolled and any
conditions on his or her enrolment;

o Provide information in relation to refunds of course money; and information
relating to the documented refund policy and procedures.

• The signed declaration included in the enrolment form indicates the student agrees with
following:

o That the information provided by the Applicant in their application is complete
and correct.

o Agrees to be bound by the Smart Bowen Pty Ltd rules and regulations and any
amendments made to the rules and regulations.
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o Where a student’s contact details change while studying with Smart Bowen Pty
Ltd., the student must advise the company of these changes within 7 ordinary
days. These details include but are not limited to details such as address and
contact phone details.

o Agrees to the Enrolment Conditions (listed above in this document)
o Payment of the deposit and/or course fee is attached for enrolment into this

course as outlined in the enrolment form.

• The student is required to complete an ‘Enrolment Form’ to ensure that all
information, conditions, fees and charges, refunds, and details of the enrolment are
understood.

o Acceptance into a course of study with Smart Bowen Pty Ltd. is confirmed when the
potential student has signed and submitted the enrolment form and appropriate
payment and documentation to support their enrolment.

Records

• The signed Enrolment Form will be kept on the students file along with all other documents
relevant to the student’s enrolment.

• Any original documents submitted as part of the enrolment process will be copied and
maintained on the student file.

Issued: 14 / 01 / 2016

2. FEES, CHARGES and REFUND Policy & Procedure

Purpose

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd., protect fees paid in advance and have a fair and reasonable refund policy.

We are committed to providing a fair and transparent policy and procedure when dealing with

students and prospective students in regard fees charged, protection of fees and refunds where

warranted.

Scope

This applies to all students enrolled with Smart Bowen Pty Ltd.

Payment of Enrolment Fees

Fees for each unit/module of a course are due and payable a minimum of 14 days before the

commencement of that unit/module.

Financial Standards

1. In the case of student funded courses, Smart Bowen Pty Ltd has measures in place to ensure

that students receive a refund of fees for services not provided. This includes services not

provided as a result of the financial failure of Smart Bowen Pty Ltd; see Refund Policy.
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2. Smart Bowen Pty Ltd has a refund policy that is fair and equitable both to the student and

the Company.

3. Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will ensure that the contractual and financial relationship between the

student and the Company is full and properly documented, and that copies of the

documentation are made available to the student. Documentation will include: the rights

and responsibilities of the student, cost of training, payment arrangements, refund

conditions and any matters that place obligations on the student.

Course Fees

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will charge a nominal fee per course enrolled. An initial course fee must be

paid 21 days in advance of course start date. Our marketing materials (website, brochures) clearly

detail information on fees and refunds.

We provide the following fee information to each client:

a) the total amount of all fees including course fees, enrolment fees, materials fees and any
other charges;

b) payment terms, including the timing and amount of fees to be paid and any non-
refundable deposit/enrolment or course fee;

c) the nature of the guarantee given by the Smart Bowen Pty Ltd., to complete the training
and/or assessment once the student has commenced study in their chosen qualification
or course;

d) the fees and charges for additional services, including such items as issuance of a
replacement qualification testamur and the options available to students who are
deemed not yet competent on completion of training and assessment, and

e) the organisation’s refund policy.

Payments – Course Fees

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd requires upfront payment of course fees:

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd., may accept payment of the initial enrolment fee and full payment of
module one from each individual student prior to the commencement of the course.

Following course commencement, Smart Bowen Pty Ltd., requires payment of additional
fees in advance from the student but only such that at any given time, the total amount
required to be paid which is attributable to tuition or other services yet to be delivered to
the student.

In line with our values on equity and access, students may approach Smart Bowen Pty Ltd if

they have circumstances that warrant an alternative payment structure being agreed. A

payment plan may be warranted with several progress payments.

Refund of Fees

Student Funded Courses

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd has a no refund policy except for the following circumstances.
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Course fees may be refunded or reallocated under the following circumstances only:

1. If Smart Bowen Pty Ltd cancels the course for any reason what so ever, the student

will receive a full refund (or pro-rata adjusted refund), Smart Bowen Pty Ltd may

also offer the student a transfer to another course, this choice is for the student to

make.

2. If a place is not offered in the course, the student will receive a full refund including

any administration fee.

3. If the student wishes to change their enrolment into another course, the course fees

paid will be transferred to new course, provided that the request is made more than

28 days in advance of the course they have originally enrolled in is due to

commence.

Extenuating circumstances may be considered when making decisions on refunds at any time during

a student’s enrolment with Smart Bowen Pty Ltd.

Note: Refunds due to the student will be paid within 2 weeks of course cancellation notice being

issued.

Fees Protection
Smart Bowen Pty Ltd warrants that it maintains appropriate retained funds in its bank account to

enable continuance through to completion of the training and/or assessment once the student has

commenced study in their chosen qualification or course. These funds are maintained in a separate

account from that of operational account. Funds are released to the operational account at start of

each training semester.

Issued: 18 / 01 / 2016

3. COMPLAINTS, CONCERNS AND APPEALS Policy &
Procedure

Objective

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd provides appropriate mechanisms and services for learners to have complaints

and appeals addressed efficiently and effectively. The Company will act on each substantiated

complaint, concern or appeal.

Requirement

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd uses a systematic approach to dealing with complaints, concerns and appeals.

All concerns, complaints and appeals are dealt with fairly, honestly, with-out bias in a professional

and fully documented manner.
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The procedure for handling complaints, concerns and appeals, is disseminated through to students

prior to and at enrolment, we follow a process to look at complaints, concerns, and appeals and deal

with them in a fair and equitable manner.

Once formal receipt is received by Smart Bowen Pty Ltd, the Training Manager will contact the

student within 48 hours to confirm receipt of form. The matter will be discussed by the Training

Manager and relevant staff and a written response will be provided back to student within 10

working days from receipt of Notice of Complaint form. If student is dissatisfied with result, they

may access external appeals at little or no cost to them.

Scope

This procedure applies to all current and prospective students.

The CEO is responsible for the control and issue of this procedure

CEO: Brian Smart Email: brian@smartbowen.com

Phone: 03 5429 2010

Complaints/Concerns and Appeals Mechanism

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd ensures that all students will have access to a fair and equitable process for

dealing with complaints/concerns and will provide an avenue for students to appeal against such

decisions, which affect the student’s progress

Every effort will be made by Smart Bowen Pty Ltd to resolve the student’s complaints or concern. To

this end, the Training Manager is the person to refer formal complaints or concerns. At the time of

enrolment the complaints, concerns procedure and appeals policy will be outlined to students.

Where complaint or concern cannot be resolved internally, Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will provide an

outside independent person to hear the appeal/case.

There will be little or no cost to the student.

Directive

• All prospective course participants will be provided with a copy of the Complaints and Appeals

Policy and Procedure document

• All complaints, concerns, or appeals will be handled professionally and confidentially in order

to achieve a satisfactory resolution

• All parties will have a clear understanding of the steps involved in the complaints or

concerns and appeals procedure

• Course participants will be provided with details of external authorities they may approach,

if required

• All complaints or concerns and appeals will be managed fairly and equitably and as

efficiently as possible
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• All complaints or concerns and appeals and outcomes will be documented in writing

• Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will attempt to resolve any complaints, concerns and appeals fairly and

equitably within 10 working days from receipt of notice of complaint.

Procedures

Course participants may raise any matters of concern relating to training delivery and assessment, the

quality of the learning, course participants amenities, discrimination, sexual harassment and other

issues that may arise.

This policy provides an avenue for most complaints, concerns and appeals to be addressed. However

in some cases alternative measures may need to be explored. It is advisable for the student to contact

the Training Manager before lodging a formal complaint, to discuss other avenues available to them.

Training related matters

Course participants, who feel they may have been unfairly treated or have not been given the full

training that they expected, may follow the procedures listed below.

Steps

 The student should firstly discuss the matter with their trainer/assessor. If they are not

satisfied the student may then

 Have the matter referred to the Training Manager for consideration

 The student must complete the Notice of Complaint Concern (form NG) and submit this

document to Smart Bowen Pty Ltd addressed to the Training Manager. Ensuring that they

provide sufficient details about themselves and the course, and the circumstances

surrounding the concern, complaint or appeal, who was involved, any appropriate evidence

and witnesses etc...

 The Training Manager will contact the student within 48 hours to confirm receipt of form

 The Training Manager will discuss the circumstances with the Trainer and make a decision.

 The student will be contacted with the result within 10 working days of receipt of formal

complaint, the student has 5 working days to respond to formally decision

 The student may then formally request a face to face meeting with the Training Manager to

formally present his or her case in appeal of the decision of Training Manager. Once this

meeting has occurred, the Training Manager will respond formally within 24 hours.

 A written statement of the appeal outcome, including reasons for the decision will be

documented and provided to student

 Where a complaint, concern, or appeal cannot be resolved through discussion and

conciliation, Smart Bowen Pty Ltd acknowledges the need for an appropriate external and

independent agent to mediate between the parties.

 Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will contract such a person as and when required. Costs for an

independent agent to review and make a decision on the Appeal will be little or no cost to

the student.
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Assessment related matters

If the student has been advised that they are Not Yet Competent, but they believe that

 they genuinely do have the required degree of competency; and
 that they have provided reasonable proof of this to The Company

The student may query or appeal the result.

The process is quite simple, and is allowed by Smart Bowen Pty Ltd to ensure that all students are

fully satisfied with the fairness and accuracy of our assessment processes.

To appeal a decision:

Steps

1. Discuss the matter with the trainer/assessor. If not satisfied the course participant may then:

2. Have the matter referred to the Training Manager for consideration

3. The student must complete the Notice of Complaint Concern (form NG) and send this document

to Smart Bowen Pty Ltd addressed to the Training Manager. Ensuring that they provide sufficient

details about themselves and the course, and the circumstances surrounding the concern,

complaint or appeal

4. The student will need to explain formally why they feel the Not Yet Competent result is not

appropriate, and also attach a copy of the original Assessment Task. The Training Manager will

have the Assessment Task reviewed by another Trainer and contact student with the written

result within 10 working days of receipt of appeal. The student has 5 working days to respond to

formally decision

5. The student may then formally request a face to face meeting with the Training Manager to

formally present his or her case in appeal of the decision of Training Manager. Once this meeting

has occurred, the Training Manager will respond formally within 24 hours

6. A written statement of the appeal outcome, including reasons for the decision will be

documented and provided

7. Where a complaint, concern, or appeal cannot be resolved through discussion and conciliation,

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd acknowledges the need for an appropriate external and independent agent

to mediate between the parties.

8. Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will contract such a person as and when required. Costs for an independent

agent to review and make a decision on the Appeal will be little or no cost to the student

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will encourage the parties to approach a complaint with an open view and to

attempt to resolve problems through discussion and conciliation.

Records
Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will file records of all informal and formal discussions regarding complaints,

concerns and appeals and will record such evidence on the student files and if required a Corrective

Action Record (Form CG) will be raised and filed in the Quality Compliance Folder for future

reference.

Issued: 11 / 01 / 2016
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4. COLLECTION & ANALYSIS OF CLIENT/STUDENT FEEDBACK
Policy & Procedure

Objective

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd collects analyses and acts on relevant data as a performance improvement tool

and provides feedback to stakeholders and clients on its services. Smart Bowen Pty Ltd advocates a

strong discipline to providing quality assurance and continuous improvement in accordance with its.

Policy Statement

1. It’s a requirement that Smart Bowen Pty Ltd must co-operate with a National Regulator by

providing accurate and timely data relevant to measures of its performance.

2. Smart Bowen Pty Ltd establishes the needs of clients, and delivers services to meet these

needs.

3. Smart Bowen Pty Ltd continuously improves client services by collecting, analysing and

acting on relevant data for continuous improvement of training and assessment.

Scope

All Smart Bowen Pty Ltd Operations

Procedure

• One or more staff members are assigned to develop or modify client/stakeholders feedback

surveys that meet the services and operations of the company

• Trainers/Assessors distribute the Client Feedback Survey to client for completion and return

to Smart Bowen Pty Ltd

• Trainers/Assessors distribute the Student Course Progression Survey half way through the

enrolled course

• Trainers/Assessors distribute the Student Feedback Survey to students on the last day of

their course

• Trainers/Assessors distribute Employer surveys to clients at the end of training contract

• Trainers/Assessors distribute Learner Surveys to students at the end of training course

• Upon return of these survey forms, the Training Manager will compile and analyse

clients/stakeholders responses. Qualitative and quantitative data is prepared, together with

a report proposing policy reviews or areas for change or improvement

• A Corrective Action Record form will be completed with the recommendations for

modifications or change.

• All actions arising from analysed data will be recorded in the Management Review Report

(Form MRR) and on the Corrective Action Register (Form CAReg)

• This data is forwarded to the CEO and relevant staff for consideration, analysis and

improvement – this must be documented

• Improvements documented in the corrective action record will be communicated to relevant

staff via management meetings and trainers meetings and to stakeholders

• The Training Manager places on file the original copy of all evaluation surveys and ensure

they are readily available for review purposes
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• The Training Manager will modify or adapt any policies or procedures on the

recommendation of the CEO or nominated representative/s.

• The Training Manager is also responsible for collection of accurate and timely data relevant

to measures of the company’s performance, such as Learner and Employer Satisfaction and

Competency Completion Rates.

To ensure that data is systematically captured and reviewed in a timely manner, the CEO will

monitor and action in accordance with planning review schedule.

Issued: 11 / 01 / 2016

5. CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT Policy & Procedure

Objective

This policy describes the process by which Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will develop and implement written

procedures relating to continuous improvement of its systems.

Requirement

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd uses a systematic and continuous improvement approach to the management

of operations.

Scope

This procedure applies to all persons employed by or contracted to Smart Bowen Pty Ltd.

Responsible parties

The CEO is responsible for the control and issue of this procedure.

Definitions

Continuous improvement is the process by which Smart Bowen Pty Ltd ensures that the quality of

the training services provided are continually monitored and reviewed and where appropriate,

improved.

The Quality Assurance committee will be composed of the CEO and two of the following people:

• Representative of Trainer/Assessors

• Training Manager

Feedback is information provided by Employer, Students, Trainer/Assessors or administrative staff in
response to specifically designed satisfaction survey questions.
Unsolicited feedback may come from a variety of sources and because of its unstructured nature

may rise beyond the control of Smart Bowen Pty Ltd.
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Policy

The CEO will conduct an internal audit of the company annually.

The CEO will analyse the internal audit outcomes and will devise a strategy and time frame to

correct any/all non-conformances found. Refer: Corrective Actions Record

The CEO will conduct Management Review Reports every 6 months to ensure Smart Bowen Pty Ltd

continues to meet and out performs the needs of the client/stakeholder group. This also involves

reviewing company operations to ensure services detailed in agreements with clients are provided.

Refer: Management Review Report and Planning Review Schedule

The Training Manager is the designated person for professional development in regard continuous

improvement, and solicitation, analysis and feedback from stakeholders.

All staff will be provided an induction at start of employment. This will include a review of this

continuous improvement policy process and procedures.

The Training Manager will collect and analyse stakeholder and client feedback and satisfaction data

on the services provided by Smart Bowen Pty Ltd.

Six monthly meetings of Trainers and Assessors are documented and moderations (sample of

student academic files) are also completed during the meeting. Industry advisers are also invited to

trainer meetings to ensure updates are provided in regards industry changes.

The Quality Assurance committee will consider all information received from clients and

stakeholders and review its policies and procedures in the light of the information received.

Procedures

Development of Client Satisfaction Survey and Feedback Tools

The Client Satisfaction Survey and other Feedback/Evaluation Tools will be developed by the CEO

and Training Manager.

The Training Manager will collect and analyse all feedback received on the services provided by the

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd.

The agreed Surveys and Feedback Tools will be documented and disseminated in an agreed upon

frequency.

Collection of data against Quality Indicators

The Quality Indicators have been designed to help training organisations conduct evidence-based

and outcomes-focused continuous quality improvement, and assist assess the risk of the company’s

operations.

Smart Bowen collects and uses data on three quality indicators:

• Learner Engagement
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• Employer Satisfaction

• Competency Completion

The CEO is responsible for collection and analysis of accurate and timely data relevant to measures

of the company’s performance, such as Learner and Employer Satisfaction and Module Load

Completion Rates. All quality indicators must be used for continuous improvement of the

organisation.

Client and Stakeholder Feedback

Employers, Students, Trainer/Assessors, Administration staff and other stakeholders are to be asked

to complete satisfaction surveys as follows:

Students

- Students will complete a satisfaction survey at the halfway mark of each certificate
that he/she is enrolled in with Smart Bowen Pty Ltd. (Approximately 6-8 months
after the commencement of each course).

Trainer/Assessors

- Trainer/Assessors will complete a Satisfaction Survey Form every six months, prior
to their performance appraisal.

Client

- Clients will complete a Satisfaction Survey Form every six months.

Collection of Student/Client Satisfaction Surveys

Student Satisfaction Surveys

Students will be asked to complete the survey in their own time and submit the survey

anonymously. Once they have done this, the student is then requested to contact Smart Bowen Pty

Ltd., to confirm that they have completed the survey so the administrative staff can document it on

their file. Students who do not have internet access will receive a satisfaction survey via mail with a

self-addressed envelope enclosed.

The feedback is to be summarised as follows:

Student feedback reviewed by the CEO and is made available to Trainer/Assessors

Client feedback is summarised by the CEO and attached to the original satisfaction surveys

• Unsolicited feedback received by any member of staff is to be referred to CEO who will

compile a list of any such feedback
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• The CEO will convene regular meetings of the Quality Assurance committee to review

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd., policies and procedures in the light of all feedback received and

analyse feedback for any trends or actions/improvements required

• The CEOs will advise all Students, Trainer/Assessors of any/all changes to policy and

procedures as agreed by the Quality Assurance committee and endorsed by the CEO.

Use, Collection and Security of Client Feedback

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will ensure that feedback is used for the appraisal of training conducted and

guide future training and assessment

• Feedback shall be sought from Trainer/Assessors, Students, and Employers at regular

intervals during the training.

• Feedback shall be provided to Trainer/Assessors to guide future training processes by

seeking responses on the degree of program success through the Quality Assurance

Committee

• Feedback which indicates discrimination, anti-equal opportunity practices shall be acted

upon by the CEO immediately

• Feedback shall be maintained in a secure database and hard copies kept in an appropriate

and secure Feedback Folder specific to the particular group’s feedback

• The CEO shall use feedback from the particular groups to enhance training delivery and

the quality of the training resources.

Client Feedback Survey

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will maintain records of Client Feedback on Training Delivery, Training and

Assessment Resources and Administrative Procedures:

Clients will be asked to complete and submit the survey:

• Client feedback on the suitability of training to meet client and Smart Bowen Pty Ltd needs
shall be sought and maintained by the CEO during and at the completion of program

• Records of client feedback shall be maintained for the use of the CEOs in guiding training

resources and process development.

Management Review Report

To ensure that Smart Bowen Pty Ltd continues to improve its services we systematically check our

processes to actual outcomes, this is completed via a half yearly Management Review Report

including (not exhaustive):

• The CEO will also organise and be involved in the conduct of an internal audit of Smart Bowen

Pty Ltd every 12 months as a minimum or more regularly as required – this may involve

retaining a qualified auditor

• The CEO will implement the Smart Bowen Pty Ltd audit checklist
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• Quality indicator data will be collected, analysed and actioned where required

• Systematic validation of assessment including RPL is ongoing and occurs on a monthly basis at

trainer/assessor meetings

• A complete validation of assessment including RPL is completed on all qualifications each

year

• Detailed report on complaints and appeals and corrective actions

• Detailed review of training and assessment completed on company’s behalf

• Reviews and modifications of training, learning and assessment strategies and resources are

scheduled to be completed every six months, this will ensure that we are meeting industry

needs and maintaining requirements of the current training package

• The CEO will report compliance and non-compliance issues and steps to be taken to ensure

compliance

• The Training Manager is to conduct random audits

• The Training Manager will report on Transition Arrangements for expiring Training Packages

and/or Accredited Courses

• The CEO will advise all personnel of the date and purpose of the audit to ensure that all

necessary documentation is available for audit

• Where policies and procedures are not being adhered to, the CEO will take appropriate

action to ensure those policies and procedures are followed in the future

• Where policies and procedures are lacking or are no longer appropriate to Smart Bowen Pty

Ltd operations, the audit report recommendations are referred to the Quality Assurance

committee for review

Results from audits and reviews of feedback are analysed by CEO in collaboration with the training

manager and senior management with one member of the training staff to identify areas for

improvement.

Feedback

Feedback generates action and action will generate more feedback which is continuous

improvement.

Corrective Action

A Corrective Action Record (Form CG) will be raised, monitored (status reports) and actioned, then

filed in the Quality Compliance Folder for future reference.

The CEO and Training Manager will have a monthly meeting regarding Corrective Actions – at this

meeting the Training Manager will go through ‘open actions’ and discuss the status report on each,

actions that have been completed will also be discussed and closed via signoff by CEO. At this point

in time the Training Manager will then complete documentation and update the corrective action

register.

Issued: 11 / 01 / 2016.
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6. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY Policy & Procedure

Objective

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd is committed to promoting equal opportunity in its education and employment

and does not accept any form of discrimination. This ethos is promoted in its principles throughout

the organisation.

Requirement

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd uses a systematic and continuous improvement approach to this policy and will

monitor and develop in line with feedback from management, industry, staff and students.

Scope

This policy applies to all persons employed by or contracted to Smart Bowen Pty Ltd and students

enrolled (and prospective students) at the Company.

It does not apply to members of staff whilst on industry placement (staff updating industry currency)

however we will support the staff member and work with the industry organisation to prevent

further occurrences.

Responsible parties

The CEO is responsible for the control and issue of this procedure.

All management are responsible to ensure they are well educated in the relevant legislation and that

the college is free from any forms of discrimination as covered in this policy and that equal

opportunity is promoted

All staff and students are responsible for ensuring that equal opportunity principles are respected

and adhered to.

Principles

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd is an Equal Opportunity employer. Smart Bowen Pty Ltd has in place corporate

policies, in accordance with government legislation, which ensure that employees, students and

consultants (“workplace participants”) are not discriminated against.

All employees, students and consultants are made aware of their obligations under the relevant

Commonwealth and State Anti-Discrimination legislation.

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd is committed to preventing unlawful discrimination, sexual harassment,

victimisation and vilification in its workplaces. It is also committed to preventing bullying.

Each of Smart Bowen Pty Ltd workplace participants is required to ensure that they do not

unlawfully discriminate, harass, victimise, vilify or bully any other workplace participant.

For the purposes of this policy, a workplace participant is:
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• All employees of Smart Bowen Pty Ltd (including non-permanents)

• Contractors to Smart Bowen Pty Ltd

• Students

• Applicants for jobs with Smart Bowen Pty Ltd; and

• People who work in the same workplace but for a different employer.

A failure to comply with this Equal Opportunity Policy may result in disciplinary action up to and

including dismissal.

It is the responsibility of all the Smart Bowen Pty Ltd management and staff to treat all workplace

participants and equipment with courtesy and respect and to behave in accordance with this policy.

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd supports the concept of equal opportunity in employment and is committed to

a program, which will ensure compliance with both the letter and the spirit of the relevant

legislation.

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd believes all workplace participants should be treated with respect and fairness

and that everyone will be afforded natural justice.

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd values and respects the diversity of its workforce. Smart Bowen Pty Ltd

believes that diversity creates a competitive advantage and enhances employee participation.

Policy Objectives

The objectives of this Equal Opportunity Policy are to:

• Identify and eliminate any unlawful direct, indirect, and / or systematic discrimination from

its organisation

• Ensure a work / learning environment free from discrimination, harassment, victimisation

and vilification for all workplace participants

• Ensure that bullying does not occur

• Provide a procedure for dealing with complaints of discrimination, harassment,

victimisation, vilification or bullying if they occur

• Provide information to all workplace participants in relation to their rights and

responsibilities concerning discrimination, harassment, victimisation and vilification in the

workplace

• Ensure that employment is based on the principle of merit and that employees are not

treated less favourably on the basis of an irrelevant characteristic during the course of

employment; and

• Take appropriate action to prevent the occurrence of unlawful discrimination, harassment,

sexual harassment, victimisation, bullying by the provision of this and other procedures

including complaints and appeals policy and code of practice and via conducting educative

programs for staff and students

• Continuing to develop our policies in line with feedback from management, industry, staff

and students.
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What Situations are covered by this Policy?

This policy aims to prevent discrimination, harassment, victimisation and vilification in the

workplace. This can occur:

• During recruitment

• In the course of study

• In the course of employment at any location

• At work related functions (e.g. Christmas party)

• In the termination of employment

Furthermore, when using labour hire or temporary staff Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will request that the

agencies being used apply non-discriminatory screening and interviewing processes to ensure

selection is from a diverse pool of candidates. This ensures Smart Bowen Pty Ltd employs the best

person for the position.

What is Unlawful Discrimination?

Discrimination is essentially any practice that makes distinctions between individuals or groups, so as

to disadvantage some and advantage others. Federal, State and Territory legislation prohibits both

direct and indirect discrimination on various grounds.

Direct discrimination is when a person, or group of people, receive less favourable treatment than

others on the basis of:

• Personal attributes

o Age

o Race

o Clothing

o Sex

• Personal characteristics, particular to people with one of the above mentioned attributes

Direct discrimination is any action, which specifically excludes a person, or a group of people from a

benefit or opportunity, or significantly reduces their chances of obtaining it because a personal

characteristic, irrelevant to the situation, is applied as a barrier. That is, a person, (or group of

people) is treated less favourably because they possess a characteristic listed as a reason for

discrimination, e.g. age, sex, race, disability or marital status.

Indirect discrimination is the imposition of a condition on a person, or group of people, which, on

face value appears not to be discriminatory, however it has an adverse effect on a particular group

of people.

A person indirectly discriminates against another person or group when:

• They are required to comply with a particular condition which a substantially higher
proportion of people cannot comply
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• The condition is not reasonable having regard to all circumstances

Indirect discrimination occurs when an action, policy or practice appears to treat people equally, but

actually disadvantages a person or group of people, and those people are disadvantaged because of

their sex or their race or one of the other prohibited grounds of discrimination.

Indirect discrimination occurs where there is a requirement, rule, policy, practice or procedure that

is the same for everyone but has an unequal effect on particular groups. This type of requirement is

likely to be indirect discrimination unless the requirement is reasonable in all the circumstances.

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd adheres to Federal, State and Territory legislation, which prohibits

discrimination in employment on the following grounds:

• Sex

• Religion and/or Political opinion

• Medical record

• Irrelevant criminal record

• Creed

• Mental, intellectual or psychiatric impairment

• Family responsibilities and status as a parent or carer

• Disability

• Age

• Sexuality/sexual orientation

• Physical impairment, Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (D.D.A.)

• Pregnancy or potential pregnancy

• Race, nationality or ethnic origin

• Marital status

• Transgender or gender identity

• Trade union activity

• Physical features

• Breast feeding in the work place

• Lawful sexual activity

• Association with a person who has such characteristics

Discrimination on any of these grounds is prohibited in all areas of employment, including:

 Recruitment

 Terms and conditions of employment

 Access to promotion, transfer or training or other employment benefits

 Unfavourable treatment

 Appropriate workplace behaviour

 Termination of employment

 Commission agents

 Contract workers; and

 Casual and part-time workers
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Smart Bowen Pty Ltd aims to provide equal opportunity for all workplace participants and to comply

with all anti-discrimination laws.

Discrimination by one workplace participant against another will not be tolerated. A workplace

participant who discriminates against another may be subject to disciplinary action up to and

including dismissal.

Discrimination can occur either directly or indirectly.

Definition of Harassment

Harassment is persecution or bullying based on issues such as impairment, gender, marital status,

parental status, pregnancy, sex, sexual preference or religion.

What is Sexual Harassment?

Sexual Harassment is defined as any uninvited, unwelcome behaviour of a sexual nature involving

written, visual or physical affront against another person. Sexual harassment may include:

• Requests for sexual favours

• Leering, unwanted physical contact, wolf-whistles, obscene gestures or noises;

• Persistent requests for a social "date"

• Sending or displaying to other workplace participants pornographic pictures or jokes by

email

• Comments or questions about a person's sex life

• Offensive posters, pictures or graffiti

• Sexual jokes, sexually suggestive telephone calls

Sexual harassment within the College will not be tolerated.

Any staff who sexually harass another person will be subject to disciplinary action which may include

dismissal and further legal action.

Any student who sexually harasses another person will be subject to disciplinary action which may

include cancellation of enrolment without any refund and may also include further legal action.

What is Victimisation?

Victimisation is the term used to describe any paybacks, retribution or intimidation associated with a

discrimination or harassment complaint. Victimisation refers not only to intimidation of

complainants or potential complaints, but also to the alleged harasser or discriminator, witnesses,

supporters and those resolving or investigating any complaints.

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will take all reasonable steps to ensure victimisation does not occur.

Any staff (staff includes sessional and contractors) found guilty of victimisation will be subject to

disciplinary action which may include dismissal and further legal action.

Any student found guilty of victimisation will be subject to disciplinary action which may include

cancellation of enrolment without any refund and may also include further legal action.
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What is Vilification?

Vilification is a public act which incites, encourages or urges others to hate, have serious contempt

for, or severely ridicule, a person, or group of people because they are (or thought to be) members

of a particular group. Acceptable forms of lawful free speech will not include any form of vilification.

Any staff that vilifies another workplace participant will be subject to disciplinary action which may

include dismissal and further legal action.

Any student that vilifies another workplace participant will be subject to disciplinary action which

may include cancellation of enrolment without any refund and may also include further legal action.

Racism

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd is firmly committed to providing a working teaching and learning environment

that is free from racism. Racism not only denies a person’s fundamental human right to respect, it

reduces their opportunity to gain a fair share of society’s valued resources such as education and

employment.

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd recognises that the achievement of equal employment opportunities and equal

educational outcomes is dependent on the provision of a discrimination and harassment free

environment.

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd expresses unconditional rejection of racist behaviour and its commitment to

eliminate racism in its organisational structure through the provision of training programs that are

equitable, accessible and culturally inclusive.

Any staff that commit a racist act against another workplace participant will be subject to

disciplinary action which may include dismissal and further legal action.

Any student that commits a racist act against another workplace participant will be subject to

disciplinary action which may include cancellation of enrolment without any refund and may also

include further legal action.

Bullying

Workplace participants are expected to treat each other with dignity and respect. Smart Bowen Pty

Ltd values individual differences and expects that all workplace participants will work together.

Bullying is inappropriate behaviour aimed to demean and humiliate workplace participants, either as

individuals or as a group. Examples of bullying behaviour include:

• Manipulation

• Intimidation

• Belittling remarks

• Persistent criticisms, nit picking or fault finding

• Verbal and/or physical abuse

• Isolation from colleagues

• Withholding information or
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• Setting unrealistic targets.

Although bullying may not be specifically in breach of anti-discrimination laws, a workplace

participant who bullies a fellow workplace participant may be subject to disciplinary action up to and

including dismissal. Students who bully other students or staff will be subject to disciplinary action,

which may include cancellation of enrolment without any refund and may also include further legal

action.

Why is the College Involved?

Anti-discrimination laws and vilification laws place obligations on the College to ensure that it

prevents:

• Discrimination

• Harassment

• Victimisation; and

• Vilification

Primarily, the person who discriminates, harasses, victimises or vilifies is liable for their actions.

However, Smart Bowen Pty Ltd may be held vicariously liable for the actions of its employees unless

it has taken “all reasonable steps” to prevent the discrimination, harassment, victimisation or

vilification.

Relevant Legislation

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd and its workplace participants are subject in Australia, to the following pieces

of legislation applying to harassment, discrimination and equal opportunity in the workplace.

• Age Discrimination Act 2004

• Racial Discrimination Act 1975

• Fair Work Act 2009

• Sex Discrimination Act 1984

• Australian Human Rights Commission Act 1986

• Disability Discrimination Act 1992

• Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission Act 1986

• Equal Opportunity for Women in the Workplace Act 1999

• Equal Opportunity Act 1995 (Vic)

• Anti- Discrimination Act 1997

• Racial Hatred Amendment 1995

• Workplace Relations Act

• Industrial Relations Act 1996 (NSW)
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The Disability Discrimination Act 1992

The definition of a disability under the Disability Discrimination Act is broad and includes physical,

intellectual, psychiatric, sensory, learning, neurological, physical disfigurement and the presence in

the body of disease causing organisms.

The Disability Discrimination Act aims to eliminate, as far as possible discrimination on the grounds

of a disability in areas of education, access to public premises, and employment.

All staff employed by Smart Bowen Pty Ltd has a responsibility to ensure that students do not

experience discrimination.

Under the DDA, training providers are obliged to:

• Ensure learners with disabilities are not unlawfully discriminated against when seeking to
enrol in a course of study

• Negotiate and implement any adjustments necessary to enable learners with disabilities to
participate in a course to the same extent as other learners, and

• Ensure assessment procedures and methods are adapted to enable learners with disabilities
to demonstrate the knowledge, skills or competencies being assessed.

The Disability Standards for Education 2003

The Disability Standards for Education 2003 were formulated under the DDA to clarify and elaborate

on the legal obligation in relation to education in relation to enrolment and participation in

education, training and educational services.

Reasonable Adjustment

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will make reasonable adjustments to ensure equal opportunity for students

with disabilities. These adjustments will not provide students with a competitive advantage, rather

will minimise any disadvantage experienced by students with a disability.

Here are a few examples of how reasonable adjustment in training and assessment might take

place:

Hearing impairment:

• Information is presented visually and

• Interpreted response via sign language

Vision:

• Font size in increased

• Voice recognition software
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Process to make a complaint

For students: follow the Complaints, Concerns and Appeals Policy (form GP)

Note: in some situations it is pertinent to seek legal advice and in other situations it may be

necessary to involve the Police (if s crime has been alleged or committed)

THIS IS AN EXAMPLE ONLY:

For staff: approach the person and explain that what they are doing is unacceptable and

offensive/hurtful. Tell them that you are feeling discriminated against or harassed. Tell them that

you will not accept this form of harassment and it must stop now.

OR, If you are uneasy about approaching the person directly, then you must arrange a meeting with

the appropriate complaints person (which may be a manager in HR or another senior manager). At

this meeting you will detail exactly what has occurred. The responsible manager will explain to you

the options available and next step in process should you decide that you want to take it further and

make it formal.

The formal process will involve:

1. confidentiality stressed to all parties

2. the responsible manager taking written notes of the incident

3. the responsible manager talking with the person you have complained about

4. the responsible manager talking with any witnesses

5. all interviews will be separate and transcript notes will be taken

6. the responsible manager will then review evidence

7. the responsible manager will then meet with the complainant (you) and explain the findings

including what the other person has stated and what should be done to straighten out the

problem

8. the complainant will then state what action they want taken

Outcomes may take the form of:

• retraining of relevant staff

• change of department

• monitoring of staff members

• written apology

• written warning

• counselling

• disciplinary action

• dismissal

Issued: 18 / 01 / 2016.
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7. MARKETING Policy & Procedure

Purpose

To establish a procedure that clearly articulates the process to be followed when designing

marketing materials for Smart Bowen Pty Ltd. This will ensure that Smart Bowen will market its

education business in a professional, honest, ethical and accurate manner, maintaining integrity and

reputation of itself, the industry and registered providers.

Scope

This policy applies to Smart Bowen Pty Ltd marketing design, practice and advertising of its services

in accordance with the Venational standards.

Policy Statement

All marketing and advertising materials will be developed in collaboration between the Training

Manager and Marketing Manager in consultation with the CEO.

Marketing materials include, Testamurs, Statements of Attainment, Academic Transcripts,

Course/Program Brochures, Website pages etc (this list is not exhaustive)

Accuracy, integrity, currency and validity will be checked by respective managers.

Marketing materials will be edited with all due care and responsibility and must reflect that the

training organisations primary function is that of education and must clearly articulate the

knowledge and specialization of Smart Bowen Pty Ltd as educators.

All marketing materials, including electronic forms must clearly identify Smart Bowen Pty Ltd legal

identity and trading name with the ABN or ACN number

Qualification/accredited course details are to be provided.

The materials must not be misleading in any way, shape or form.

Once the materials are completed, they are provided to the CEO for final proofing and signoff for

release.

Use of Logos

The Company will use the following logos on its testamurs:

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will include its corporate logo, and State/Territory Authority Logo (only where

use of logo is directed by State/Territory Training Authorities, e.g. User Choice).

Release

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd must obtain written permission from the owner of any article/item/testimonial

and/or photograph/video which is to be used in the company’s marketing campaigns. This must be

documented on the Authority to Use Information form. Complete forms must be filed in the CEOs

office.
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Procedure

 The Marketing Manager will ensure that any article/item/testimonial and/or

photograph/video which are to be used in Smart Bowen Pty Ltd marketing campaigns will be

approved via the completion by the permission provider on the Authority to Use Information

form.

 The CEO will verify that the testamur correctly identifies the qualification.

 The Marketing Manager in consultation with the CEO will complete the Marketing Materials

Checklist to ensure that the materials comply with the industry specifications.

 The CEO must check that any advertisements of assessment/training services leading to

qualifications or statements is easily distinguishable to any other training and assessment

services offered by Smart Bowen prior to approving placement of the advertisement.

 Marketing materials will be forwarded with the completed materials checklist to the CEO for

checking.

 The CEO and/or designated person will then validate the materials to ensure they are

accurate and contain no misleading information.

 The final proof, the Marketing Authorisation form will be completed by the CEO and

attached to the marketing checklist and forwarded back to the Marketing Manager for

expediting, or in the case of non-compliance - for correction.

 The CEO must ensure that all revised materials accurately reflect the courses and changes

are communicated to all Smart Bowen Pty Ltd staff.

 Any associations with other providers must be detailed by the Marketing Manager in the

Ethical Marketing and Advertising Permission register.

 Once the CEO has completed the marketing authorisation form, the materials are ready for

release to print.

The marketing materials including the following forms: Authority to Release Information, Marketing

Materials Checklist and Marketing Authorisation documents must be archived showing changes and

improvements and placed into the approved marketing file.

Issued: 28 / 06 / 2015

8. Moderation and Validation – Policy & Procedure

Objective

To clearly define the process and procedure concerned with moderation and validation. To

ensure that courses have been validated both internally and externally and that assessments

have been moderated both internally and externally and that improvements are

documented and actioned.

The outcome will provide a consensus approach to moderation and/or validation.
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Definitions

Moderation is the process of quality control a panel of internal and/or external

professionals will look at the assessment decision of assessors and check for consistency (or

lack thereof) between different assessors in respect to same unit competencies. This process

will highlight any inconsistencies and record the assessment methods used.

Validation is a process of quality review where a panel of internal and/or external

professionals will formally check that the assessment tools produced valid, reliable,

sufficient, current and authentic evidence that would allow judgements to be made whether

the requirements of the relevant course critical aspects of evidence have been met.

Validation also takes into consideration RPL.

Responsibility

The CEO in conjunction with the Course Coordinator is responsible for scheduling the

moderation/validation activities.

Schedule Plan

Moderation exercises are completed internally by training & assessing staff and course

coordinator every six months; this is detailed in Agenda Items for Training Meetings.

Moderation exercises are also completed with external parties on an annual basis and when

changes to the training package have occurred or prior to a new qualification being placed

on scope.

Validation exercises are completed on an annual basis both with internal staff and external

panel members or when changes to the training package have occurred or prior to a new

qualification being placed on scope.

Procedure

Moderation

1. The internal moderation is to be scheduled by the CEO in consultation with the Training

Manager. The process must be completed every three months.

2. The CEO will inform staff of the impending moderation meeting at the previous staff

meeting, which will include the purpose of the meeting, what will be required and how to

prepare for the meeting – this must be placed on the agenda and then inserted to the

minutes.

3. The external moderation is to be scheduled by the CEO in consultation with the Training

Manager. The process must be completed on an annual basis and when changes to the

training package have occurred or prior to a new qualification being placed on scope. The

training manager will contact the external panel members and inform them of the purpose

of the meeting, what will be required and how to prepare for the meeting.

4. The CEO and Training Manager will finalise the Moderation Plan to detail the type of

moderation to take place.
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5. The CEO will provide further details to training/assessing staff on the exact type of

assessments to be collected for the moderation exercise e.g. judged assessments for XYZ

Unit competency.

6. The panel members must be provided with number of discussion items, length of discussion

per item, principles to be adhered to.

7. The moderation exercise will include discussing:

a. Assessment methods and tasks used.

b. Verification of consistency of judgement between trainer/assessors in respect same

Unit Competency assessed.

c. Assessment methods and tasks are mapped to performance criteria, skills and

knowledge and learning outcomes in course package.

8. A detailed assessment of the moderation is to be placed in the Quality Assurance

Moderation form and then the outcome placed into Feedback Summary form.

9. Agreed improvements are to documented in the Corrective Action Record and associated

Register.

10. The CEO is to manage the improvements to ensure corrective actions are completed within

defined timelines.

11. All actions are to be tabled at the management meetings and feedback provide to panel

members.

Validation

1. The validation exercise (both internal and external) is to be scheduled by the CEO in

consultation with the Training Manager. The process must be completed on an annual basis

or when a change to the training package has occurred or a new qualification is being placed

on scope.

2. The CEO will inform staff of the impending validation meeting at the previous staff meeting,

which will include the purpose of the meeting, what will be required and how to prepare for

the meeting – this must be placed on the agenda and then inserted to the minutes.

3. The external validation is to be scheduled by the CEO in consultation with the Training

Manager. The process must be completed on an annual basis and when changes to the

training package have occurred or prior to a new qualification being placed on scope.

4. The Training Manager will contact the external panel members and inform them of the

purpose of the meeting, what will be required and how to prepare for the meeting.

5. The CEO and Training Manager will finalise the Validation Plan to detail the type of

validation to take place.

6. The CEO will provide further details to training/assessing staff on the exact type of materials

to be collected for the validation exercise e.g. judged candidate assessments for XYZ Unit

competency, assessment tools.

7. The panel members must be provided with number of discussion items, length of discussion

per item, principles to be adhered to.

8. The validation exercise will include discussing:

a. Suggested changes to assessments to meet changes to industry and policy.

b. Assessment methods and tasks used.
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c. Is the evidence of achievement sufficient to meet training package and industry

requirements.

d. Verification of consistency of judgement between trainer/assessors in respect same

Unit Competency assessed.

e. Suggestions for improving assessment tools and assessment judgements

f. Assessment methods and tasks are clear to assessors.

g. Verifying that the marking criteria meets the learning outcomes as detailed in the

training package.

h. Assessment methods and tasks are mapped to performance criteria, skills and

knowledge and learning outcomes in training package.

9. A detailed assessment of the validation is to be placed in the Validation Assessment form
and then the outcome placed into Feedback Summary form.

10. Agreed improvements are to documented in the Corrective Action Record and associated
Register.

11. The training manager is to manage the improvements to ensure corrective actions are
completed within defined timelines.

12. All actions are to be tabled at the management meetings and feedback provide to panel
members.

13. This must include validation of RPL process.

Document management:

Records of moderation and validation with associated actions must be retained for at least

two years from activity.

Issued: 7 / 01 / 2016

9. RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING Policy & Procedure

Objective

This policy describes the process by which Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will consider and accept AQF
qualifications and Statements of Attainment issued by Registered Training Organisations throughout
Australia.

Qualification on Scope

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd is not an RTO, and therefore does not have a Nationally Recognised Range of

Scope.
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Fees

The fees applicable to this policy are described in RPL information given to students prior to

enrolling.

Recognition

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will recognise qualifications and Statements of Attainment awarded by

Registered Training Organisations throughout Australia.

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd does not award partial completion of a unit via mutual recognition.

Process

All students will receive a copy of this policy at induction

The applicant for recognition must complete the Recognition of Prior Learning application form,

available from the Training Manager and provide evidence of certification for units of competency

being claimed for recognition with evidence.

Evidence is in the form of original testamurs which must be provided with application to the Training

Manager.

The Training Manager will then verify evidence prior to acceptance of recognition.

A photocopy will be taken of evidence and maintained on students file.

To authenticate and validate the testamur, the Training Manager will check www.training.gov.au

website to ensure the Training Provider as named on the testamur has the AQF qualifications and/or

Statements of Attainment on its scope, if this is not the case then the training manager must follow-

up with named Training Provider and clarify further.

The Training Manager will verify authenticity, completeness and compliance with the Australian

Qualifications Framework 2011 and the VET Quality Framework.

On confirmation of authenticity and validity of AQF qualifications and/or Statements of Attainment,

the Training Manager will communicate the results to the applicant and also the College Manager

for recording in the learner database.

Application Process

Completed Recognition of Prior Learning Application Form with attachments will be placed on the

student file and results of application.

Details of the Application and outcome will be recorded on the students file.

The CEO will be in contact with applicant providing outcome within 28 business days of receiving a

fully completed application.
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Persons responsible:

The CEO is responsible for all recognition of prior learning requests and for recording in the learner

database.

The CEO is responsible for recording recognition of prior learning approval in the learner database

against the relevant unit(s)

Issued: 28 / 06 / 2015

10. WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY

Policy statement

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd strives, through a process of continuous improvement to fully integrate health

and safety into all facets of its operations and activities. Smart Bowen Pty Ltd promotes a proactive

health and safety management philosophy based on effective communication and consultation, the

systematic identification, assessment and control of hazards and the encouragement of continuous

improvement and innovation.

Providing and maintaining a healthy and safe work environment is a leadership responsibility.

Ongoing support of Smart Bowen Pty Ltd Health and Safety program is the responsibility of

everyone.

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd has in place policies and procedures to ensure that staff, students, visitors and

guests are provided with a safe environment in accordance with the Work Health and Safety Act

(2012) or its successor.

Scope

This policy applies to all employees, students and contractors.
On entering the workplace “College”, visitors, clients and customers of Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will be
required to comply with this policy.

Definitions

Hazard is anything that may result in injury to a person or harm to the health of a person.

Risk is the chance of something happening that can cause an accident, injury or harm and is

measured in terms of consequences and likelihood.

Work Health and Safety Act 2004:

An employer must, so far as is reasonably practicable, provide and maintain for employees of the
employer a working environment that is safe and without risks to health (Ref. Section 21).
While at work, an employee must take reasonable care for his or her own health and safety; and take
reasonable care for the health and safety of persons who may be affected by the employee’s acts or
omissions at a workplace; and co-operate with his or her employer with respect to any action taken
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by the employer to comply with a requirement imposed by or under this Act or the regulations (Ref.
Section 25).

Work Health and Safety (WHS):
Involving injury and disease caused by work, by combination of work and non-work causes, or
involving the effects of injury and disease not caused by work but having implications for its effective
performance.

Responsibilities

Members of Management are held accountable for their performance in managing work health and

safety in areas under their control.

They must also ensure that adequate provision is made to enable work health and safety standards

to meet policy objectives. It is Smart Bowen Pty Ltd policy in the allocation of resources that a high

priority should be given to items with significant work health and safety implications.

Work health and safety issues must be included in the meeting agendas at regular intervals and

agenda items placed into minutes of meetings.

While the Chief Executive has the final responsibility for the work health and safety of staff at Smart

Bowen Pty Ltd, all managers and trainers are responsible for planning, implementing and

maintaining work health and safety standards and practices in all areas and activities under their

control.

This responsibility includes the need to look to the welfare of, and to provide a healthy and safe

environment for, their staff, students, visitors and contractors and to ensure that the standards and

practices adopted are in conformity with statutory requirements and the provisions of Smart Bowen

Pty Ltd policy.

In particular, it is their role to:

 Lead by example in relation to work health and safety standards and awareness

 Facilitate requests by staff to elect Work Health and Safety representatives and / or form an

Work Health and Safety committee with appropriately qualified staff (ensure that the staff

attend appropriate training)

 Familiarise themselves with the Work Health and Safety Act, 2012 or its successor and in

particular with those sections relating to employer

 responsibilities and the powers and rights of health and safety representatives

 Appoint appropriately trained emergency personnel

 Deal with health and safety issues raised by health and safety representatives

 Consult with the relevant health and safety representatives, where practicable, on all

changes which may affect the work health and safety of staff, students, visitors or

contractors

 Ensure that work health and safety appears on the agenda of departmental or equivalent

meetings at regular intervals, at a frequency consistent with the number of hazards and

degree of risk

 Arrange for work health and safety rules to be developed, documented and issued to all staff

and where appropriate, student, visitors and contractors
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 Ensure that all staff, students, visitors and contractors receive a safety induction that

includes information pertaining to emergency response procedures and personnel

 Ensure that all staff, students, visitors and contractors receive the appropriate information,

instruction and training necessary for them to perform work safely and with the hazards to

which they are exposed

 Ensure that contractors are appropriately licensed and qualified to carry out the duties

engaged to perform

 Ensure that adequate emergency equipment is provided and properly maintained, that

regular training in the use of the equipment is carried out and that at least two emergency

evacuation exercises per annum take place

 Ensure that the work health and safety implications of all new work and building alterations

are fully assessed at the planning stage

 Ensure that the health and safety implications of new equipment and new materials are fully

assessed prior to purchase

 Ensure that adequate financial provisions are made for occupational health and safety

equipment and materials and the maintenance of occupational health and safety standards

 Ensure that hazard identification and risk assessment procedures are developed,

documented and maintained for the use, handling, storage, transport and disposal of

equipment, materials and substances, and that appropriate risk controls are implemented

and maintained

 Ensure that the facilities and equipment provided are safe and suitable for the types of work

to be carried out and that healthy and safe work methods are developed and adopted;

 Ensure that records are maintained in relation to all of the above

 Indicate safety compliance as part of staff performance appraisal

 Completed random department WH&S audits at least quarterly

 Complete full site WH&S audits annually or earlier if necessary

Managers

Managers have a particular responsibility for ensuring that the work for which they are responsible

is carried out in ways which safeguard the work health and safety of staff, students in their charge

and contractors that they are responsible.

Managers must:

 Actively practice and develop in their staff proper attitudes towards work health and safety

matters

 Control the risks associated with the work that they supervise using a documented risk

management process

 Ensure that safe work practices are developed and maintained at all times

 Arrange for their staff to be instructed in safe and healthy work procedures, and ensure that

they are fully informed about particular hazards, and to avoid, eliminate or minimize them

 Ensure that good housekeeping standards are developed and maintained in the areas under

their control
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 Ensure that staff under their control use safety equipment provided when required and in a

correct manner

 Gain a knowledge of employer responsibilities and the powers and rights of health and

safety representatives under the Work Health and Safety Act 2012 or its successor, through

attendance at an WHS training course or by other means; and

 Indicate safety compliance as part of staff performance appraisal.

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd staff whom engage or manage contractors

The WHS Act states that independent contractors and their employees are to be regarded as

employees of the organisation engaging the independent contractor in terms of responsibility for

work health and safety. Smart Bowen Pty Ltd staff who engage or manage contractors are therefore

responsible for the health and safety of the contractor and the contractor’s employees, in relation to

all matters over which Smart Bowen Pty Ltd controls.

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd staff that engage or manage contractors must therefore ensure that:

 Contractors and their employees receive a site specific safety induction which includes the

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd emergency response and incident reporting procedures and

information on site specific hazards

 The equipment and material used by contractors is safe and is used in a manner that does

not pose a risk to the contractor(s) or to Smart Bowen Pty Ltd staff, students and visitors

 The contractors are not exposed to health and safety risks arising out of the activities of the

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd

 The contractors use appropriate personal protective equipment and safety equipment at all

times

 The contractors use safe work methods at all times

 All contractors have statutory compensation and liability insurance.

Individuals

While responsibility for work health and safety at Smart Bowen Pty Ltd is a prime function of all

levels of management, each member of staff has an overriding moral and legal responsibility for

ensuring that his or her own work environment is conducive to good occupational health and safety

by:

 Taking action to avoid, eliminate or minimise hazards of which he or she is aware

 Take reasonable care for own safety and safety of others

 Complying with all work health and safety instructions, policies and procedures including

departmental safety manuals

 Report all identified hazards and accidents or near misses or other incidents to their

manager

 Making proper use of all safety devices and personal protective equipment

 Complying with the instructions given by emergency response personnel such as emergency

wardens and first aiders

 Not wilfully placing at risk the health and safety of any person at the workplace
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 Seeking information or advice where necessary before carrying out new or unfamiliar work

 Maintaining dress standards appropriate for the work being done

 Appropriate protective clothing and footwear must be worn at all times

 Consuming or storing food and drink in only those areas designated

 Being familiar with emergency and evacuation procedures and the location of, and if

appropriately trained, in the use of, emergency equipment.

Safety Officers

Management is responsible for appointing a suitable safety officer for the areas under their control.

The safety officer is deemed to be the employer’s representative (as required by the WHS Act) at the

local level.

Safety Officers should be free to devote as much time as necessary to work health and safety

matters. All staff should have direct access to their safety officer.

The main role of a safety officer is to act as a focal point for all occupational health and safety

matters arising at the particular location. Carrying out the role involves:

 Identifying hazards and making recommendations to eliminate or reduce risks associated

with those hazards

 Providing advice on local occupational health and safety matters and obtaining advice on

areas outside their expertise from WHS or other sources

 Bringing to the attention of work health and safety hazards associated with their work

 Monitoring health and safety standards and compliance with WHS rules, policies and

procedures

 Bringing to the attention of Management unresolved work health and safety matters

 Investigating and reporting on all incidents, injuries and work health problems and notifying

WHS of incidents and hazards in line with reporting requirements

 Assisting with the promotion of work health and safety awareness.

All accidents or near occurrences must be reported. An Incident Report (Form WHSIR) must be

completed and submitted to [insert responsible person title] in the case of an injury or near miss

occurring.

Issued: 14 / 01 / 2015

11. PLAGIARISM AND CHEATING Policy & Procedure

Objective

To clearly define the terms Plagiarism and Cheating and provide training to staff and students to

ensure these practices are understood and identified before they occur and dealt with appropriately

if they do occur.
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Definitions

Plagiarism is: when you try to pass someone else's work off as your own i.e. Using someone's ideas,

opinions, or theories in an assignment or essay, using pieces of information, such as graphs,

statistics, drawings, that are not common knowledge as cited in:

http://www.library.uq.edu.au/training/plagiarism.html - avoiding plagiarism.

Cheating is: copying someone else's work - sharing or copying an assessment, test or assignment, or

doing someone else's assessment, test or assignment.

Consequences

The consequences of being caught plagiarising or cheating may include: repeating the entire unit,

suspension from course and possible cancellation of course which will affect the student’s visa.

At induction, students are provided training on how not to plagiarise or cheat.

Responsibility and Procedure

The CEO is responsible to ensure plagiarism and cheating practices are dealt with and will assign

responsibilities to appropriate staff.

The training and assessing staff are the ‘people at the coal face’ and as such are the first line of

defence against this behaviour – they will be involved in the induction session with new students

and explain the terms plagiarism and cheating. If they identify a suspect case of plagiarism and

cheating they are to firstly notify the course coordinator for a second opinion. After which, the

student will be provided the chance to defend their actions at a meeting with trainer/assessor and

course coordinator.

Second layer of defence is the course coordinator, who will also complete sampling of student work

to check for plagiarism and cheating. The course coordinator will be involved in counselling with

students who have been identified as either plagiarising or cheating. The course coordinator will

bring these cases to attention of College Manager for formal decisions on cases of proven

plagiarising or cheating.

The CEO will work with the course Instructors in counselling students who have been identified as

either plagiarising or cheating. The CEO will make the decision of the consequences of proven acts of

plagiarising or cheating.

Outcome

In most cases plagiarism has been completed by accident. With adequate training and support, this

should not occur.

Cheating is a different situation and is usually ‘cut and dry’ with no defence.

As always, any students who have been identified as alleged plagiarises or cheaters will have the

ability to access the complaints and appeals process at no cost to themselves.
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Persons responsible:

The CEO is responsible for communicating and actioning this policy.

The CEO will make the decision of the consequences of proven acts of plagiarising or cheating

Issued: 28 / 06 / 2015

12. PRIVACY Policy & Procedure

Objective

This policy describes the practices and procedures by which Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will ensure the

compliance with the relevant privacy legislation to protect the personal information and right to

privacy of those which are detailed within this policy.

Scope

This policy applies to all students and also persons employed by or contracted to the Smart Bowen

Pty Ltd .

Responsible Parties

The CEO is responsible for the control and issuance of this policy (this may be delegated).

Procedure

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will ensure that it respects the privacy of staff, prospective staff, students,

prospective students and employers by implementing the National Privacy Principles.

The National Privacy Principles (NPPs) in the Privacy Amendment (Privacy Sector) Act 2000 sets out

how private sector organisations should collect, use, keep secure and disclose personal information.

The principles give individuals a right to know what information an organisation holds about them

and a right to correct that information if it is wrong.

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will ensure it operates consistently with the National Privacy Principles and

only collects the personal information that is necessary for the conduct of its business, and that it

will use that information in the manner for which it was intended.

Review

The CEO will review the policy annually or earlier. Should there be relevant amendments to the

respective Act or changes to the operation of Smart Bowen Pty Ltd or educational environment,

these changes will be analysed and updated in the policy.
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Purpose of Collecting Information

The purposes for which Smart Bowen Pty Ltd collects personal information of students includes:

satisfying legal obligations, administration, to keep employers informed of the student’s progress in

the course of study, allow Smart Bowen Pty Ltd to discharge its duty of care.

The purposes for which Smart Bowen Pty Ltd collects personal information of job applicants, staff

members and contractors includes: satisfying legal obligations, insurance purposes, administering

the individuals contract of employment.

Release of Information

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd must have the student’s permission in writing with reference to release of

information, a form titled “Authority to Release Information” (Form HA), will need to be signed prior

to the course starting.

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd is required to ask for the staff members permission in writing with reference to

release of information; this is included in the staff employment agreement, which must be signed

prior to employment.

Information Collected

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd collects personal information solely for the purpose of operating as a Training

Organisation.

The type of information Smart Bowen Pty Ltd collects and holds includes (but not limited to)

personal information, including sensitive information, about: Students and parents and/or guardians

before, during and after the course of a student’s enrolment, Job applicants, Staff members and

contractors; and other people that come into contact with Smart Bowen Pty Ltd.

The information media may take the form of: interviews, feedback surveys, email correspondence,

telephone calls, third party information, and application forms. Data will be uploaded to the Smart

Bowen Pty Ltd Client Management System (CMS).

Provision of Information

Student or staff information will not be provided to anyone unless Smart Bowen Pty Ltd has the

permission from the student or staff member or is specifically required to provide the information

by law.

Access to Information

Under the National Privacy Principles the student or staff member can access his/her personal

information and may correct inaccurate or outdated information about them.

Students

Students will have access to all information held on them. Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will store and use

the information appropriately and limit access to only those who have a legal reason to have access

to that information, or whom the student has given permission.
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Students who request access to their information will be given full access to the details they want.

No cost will be charged for them accessing their information whilst they are enrolled students. The

appropriate form is titled, Student Records Access and may be requested from Training Manager.

For access to records, the student must meet with the Training Manager and provide identification

(such as licence, passport) and the completed form.

Staff

Staff will have access to all information we hold on them, and we will store and use the information

appropriately and limit access to only those who have a legal reason to have access to that

information, or whom the staff member has given permission.

Staff members who request access to their information will be given full access to the details they

want. No cost will be charged for them accessing their information whilst they are employed Smart

Bowen Pty Ltd. If the person is no longer an employee of Smart Bowen Pty Ltd, and they request

access of information there may be a fee involved, the cost must be paid in advance of access.

The appropriate form is titled, Staff Records Access and may be requested from Training Manager

For access to records, the staff member must meet with the Training Manager and provide the

completed form.

Privacy Principles

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd abides by the National Privacy Principles and will not pass on students or other

staff member’s information to anyone in any way that may be considered as breaching the Privacy

Principles.

The National Privacy Principles (NPP) in plain English:

The following NPP was downloaded from

http://www.privacy.gov.au/materials/types/law/view/6893 on 1st November 2011.

NPP 1: collection

Describes what an organisation should do when collecting personal information, including what they

can collect, collecting from third parties and, generally, what they should tell individuals about the

collection.

NPP 2: use and disclosure

Outlines how organisations may use and disclose individuals' personal information. If certain

conditions are met, an organisation does not always need an individual's consent to use and disclose

personal information. There are rules about direct marketing.

NPPs 3 & 4: information quality and security

An organisation must take steps to ensure the personal information it holds is accurate and up-to-

date, and is kept secure from unauthorised use or access.
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NPP 5: openness

An organisation must have a policy on how it manages personal information, and make it available

to anyone who asks for it.

NPP 6: access and correction

Gives individuals a general right of access to their personal information, and the right to have that

information corrected if it is inaccurate, incomplete or out-of-date.

NPP 7: identifiers

Generally prevents an organisation from adopting an Australian Government identifier for an

individual (e.g. Medicare numbers) as its own.

NPP 8: anonymity

Where possible, organisations must give individuals the opportunity to do business with them

without the individual having to identify themselves.

NPP 9: transborder data flows

Outlines how organisations should protect personal information that they transfer outside Australia.

NPP 10: sensitive information

Sensitive information includes information such as health, racial or ethnic background, or criminal

record. Higher standards apply to the handling of sensitive information

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will appoint a staff member responsible for the management and updates to

the Privacy Policy, this person will be the Training Manager.

Issued: 14 / 01/ 2015

13. QUALIFICATION ISSUANCE Policy & Procedure

Objective

This policy describes the process by which Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will record and issue testamurs and

statements of achievement to students who have met the requirements for a Smart Bowen

qualification.

Scope

This policy applies to Smart Bowen Pty Ltd and its students addressing the program requirements for

the awarding of a certification or a statement of achievement.

The policy applies to non-AQF qualifications only.
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Definitions

A Certification is the document that confirms that a qualification has been awarded. This may also
be referred to as a ‘parchment’, ‘certificate’ or ‘award’.

A Qualification is the result of a complete program of learning that leads to certification that a
graduate has achieved learning outcomes as described by Smart Bowen Pty Ltd.

A Statement of Achievement is a record of all learning leading to a qualification or a unit in which a
student is enrolled. This may also be referred to as a ‘record of results’.

Policy Statements

1. Before a Certification is awarded, the Training Manager and CEO must ensure that all units for

the qualification have been completed and assessed as competent.

2. Students will be advised within 2 weeks of completion of a unit as to their results.

3. All students that complete a program of learning that leads to the award of a qualification will

receive a Certification and a record of results

4. We now only offer non-AQF programs of study

5. If a student has outstanding fees, the student will be notified. The student must pay any

outstanding fees before a Certification or a Statement of Achievement is issued.

Certification

1. The Certification for all Smart Bowen Pty Ltd qualifications issued will identify the qualification as

a Smart Bowen Pty Ltd/ Smart Bowen Therapy International College qualification by the use of

our logo.

2. Smart Bowen Pty Ltd maintains a register of all qualifications they issue.

3. Smart Bowen Pty Ltd maintains a register of all qualifications they issue to graduates

Statement of Achievement

1. Statements of achievement do not include the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) words

or logo as we are not an RTO.

2. Smart Bowen Pty does not use the NRT logo in accordance with training regulations.

3. Smart Bowen Pty has developed the statement of achievement in a format so that it cannot be

mistaken for a full AQF qualification:

• The words ‘statement of achievement’ are placed at top of document (just below Smart

Bowen Pty logo) in prominent upper case, Arial font – size 26.

• The card stock is a lower GSM (thickness) than the Testamur stock.

4. Smart Bowen Pty will retain client records of attainment of units of competency and

qualifications for a period of 10 years.

5. This policy document will be made available to students and staff as an addendum to the

student handbook.
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Coding of Results

Results will be recorded as follows:

Placement will be on the statement of attainment and record of results

C Competent

NYC Not Yet Competent

CT Credit Transfer

RPL Recognition of Prior Learning

W Withdrawn

Qualifications Certification

Sufficient information must be provided on a Certification, record of results and graduation

statement to ensure that the documentation is able to be authenticated and to reduce fraudulent

use.

Mechanisms to Reduce Fraudulent Reproduction

The following Elements have been added to reduce fraudulent use:

 All Certifications have an 8 digit ID number which is unique to the student who completed

course

 All statement of achievement have an 8 digit ID number which is unique to the student who

completed unit(s) competency

 Card stock used for testamurs is made from 180 GSM

 Card stock used for statement of achievements is made from 128 GSM

 Client record files both academic and administrative are locked in a filing cabinet inside the

CEO’s office and then relocated to the secure archive room once students have completed

course or part thereof

 Hard copies of client records of achievement of units of competency and qualifications are

maintained in two registers:

 Certificate Register.

 Statement of Achievement Register.

The registers are securely stored in CEO’s office.

 Electronic copies of student data are maintained in Smart Bowen Client Management

System (CMS) and also secured off site in a fire proof safe at CEO’s personal residence.

Record Keeping
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Smart Bowen Pty uses a client management system (CMS) (MS Excel) which maintains all records of

training and assessment, and is used to generate Certificates/Diplomas & Statements of

Achievement.

A copy of Certification and statements of achievement will be kept in the student’s academic file,

scanned copies kept in electronic format in the CMS and backed up to external hard drive. (Refer to

Record Management Policy).

Mutual Recognition

Smart Bowen recognises qualifications and statements of attainment awarded by Registered

Training Organisations throughout Australia. Original testamurs must be provided for verification

prior to acceptance of recognition.

If the statements of attainment or certificate/diploma is older than the current training package /

accredited course, the student may be required to map the old unit codes against the new codes to

demonstrate they are the same and that credit can be granted. (Refer to the Mutual Recognition Policy).

Re-issuing Qualifications

If the Certification or statement of achievement is misplaced or damaged, the student or prior

student may contact Smart Bowen to order a replacement - for a fee plus postage.

The cost for a certified copy of the original award document is $25.00 plus postage and handling,

which is to be paid when ordering. It may take up to two weeks for the copy award document to be

completed.

Privacy

Smart Bowen Pty will ensure it operates consistently with the National Privacy Principles and only

collects the personal information that is necessary for the conduct of its business, and that it will use

that information in the manner for which it was intended. Students have access to their records via

completion of the Student Records Access form. (Refer to Privacy Policy).

Issuing Certifications and Statements of Achievement

The CEO is responsible for the resulting and issuing of Certifications and statements of achievements

and preserving the Client Management System (CMS) in current, compliant and operational status.

The MS Excel system maintains all data, including all relevant student details and a register of

Certificate, Diploma, Statements of Achievements issued.

Issuance Procedure

 Trainer/assessor provides assessed student evidence (assessments, coversheets etc…) to

Training Manager at end each working week.

 Trainer/assessor must ensure this data is compliant.
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 Trainer/assessor provides final assessment evidence including completed training plan to

CEO within 1 week of assessment taking place.

 CEO completes a quality and compliance check and approves evidence as compliant and

ready for data entry to CMS.

 Evidence that is non-compliant will be handed back to Trainer with the Evidence Quality

Check form and noted details as to why evidence is not compliant – trainer has 1 week to re-

submit.

 Evidence outcomes (results) are then provided to data entry person.

 Evidence outcomes (results) are also provided to finance manager.

 The Finance Manager completes a reconciliation of student’s financial records to ensure all

payments have been processed.

 The Finance Manager provides a formal clearance to CEO.

 Data entry person enters data updates to the CMS student records system the following

week from receiving data.

 Data entry person generates certifications and record of results or statements of attainment

and record of results via the CMS using 250GMS blank card stock for printing.

 Data entry person provides printed stock to CEO for verification.

 CEO verifies that certifications and record of results or statements of achievements and

record of results have correctly identified student.

 CEO verifies that certifications have correctly identified qualification.

 CEO verifies that certifications and record of results or statements of achievements have

correctly identified units of competency.

 CEO verifies that certifications have correctly identified whether employability skills

statement is required on qualification.

 CEO verifies that certifications correctly identifies the qualification.

 CEO verifies that certification is clearly NOT for an AQF qualification.

Once the above procedures have been completed, the CEO will provide formal notification stating

that compliance checks have been completed and that the award documents are cleared for final

processing. The formal notification will include relevant student details.

The CEO completes a final check of student records and also cross checking that certification is

clearly NOT for an AQF qualification.

A final closeout check of the student’s admin and academic files is completed by the CEO; a copy of

the award documents is placed into the students file and then moved into the secure archive room.

The CEO arranges for student to pick up award documents or mails via registered mail to student. If

the award documents are issued by mail, the envelope is to display the wording: “CERTIFICATE -

PLEASE DO NOT BEND OR FOLD”.

The certifications or statements of achievements details are recorded in the Certificate Register or

Statements of Achievement Register for reporting and audit purposes.

The CEO completes the register updates and initialling register.
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Responsible parties

The CEO is responsible for the control and issuance of this policy & procedure and ensuring

graduates receive the certification documentation to which they are entitled, this may be delegated,

as detailed below:

 The data entry officer is responsible for maintaining up to date records of enrolment, data

entry of results and learners access to their records via approval from the CEO.

 The CEO in consultation with the Training Manager is responsible for overall management

and review of the CMS.

 The CEO is responsible for the resulting and issuing of certifications or statements of

achievements and maintaining currency of data in the Client Management System (CMS)

and also in hard format.

 The CEO will facilitate ongoing Professional Development to staff regarding use of the CMS.

 The CEO is responsible for data maintenance and backup.

 The CEO is responsible for secure storage of tapes (as per backup procedure) and checking

restore functionality of data backup system.

Issued: 19 / 01 / 2016

14. RISK MANAGEMENT Policy & Procedure

Objective

To develop a Risk Management Plan which identifies the process to identify, direct, manage, control

and/or eliminate risk.

Policy

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd must document and implement procedures to:

1. Identify and manage risks concerned with compliance with the industry standards.

2. Correct and prevent any failure to comply with the company’s quality system, policies &

procedures

Requirement

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd uses a systematic and continuous improvement approach to the management

of Risk.
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Scope

This policy applies to all persons employed by or contracted to Smart Bowen Pty Ltd and includes

categories of Human Resources, Documentation and Paperwork, Policies and Procedures, Property,

Assets and Facilities.

Responsible parties

The CEO is responsible for the control and issue of this procedure (this may be delegated).

The CEO has delegated the responsibility of scheduling annual Risk Management Assessments and

Internal Audits to the Training Manager, the Training Manager has direct access to the CEO.

Definitions

Risk is defined as ‘the effect of uncertainty on objectives’

In general terms, ‘risk management’ refers to the architecture (principles, framework and process)

for managing risks effectively, and ‘managing risk’ refers to applying that architecture to particular

risks, (refer to AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 Risk Management – Principles and Guidelines).

Why do we have a Risk Management Framework?

• Helps to identify risks and mitigate their effect

• Achieve a comprehensive understanding of the business

• Create, maintain and protect value in the business

• Protect students, staff and continuity of the business

• Continuous Improvement from risk management perspective

• Meet and maintain quality and compliance to industry expectations

• To enable formal monitoring and review of risk

• Become LOW Risk Provider

From a Smart Bowen Pty Ltd context, Risk Management involves 4 steps:

1. Identification: Identify Indicators of Risk

2. Risk Assessment: Risk Potential and Impact

3. Response: Assessment applications, Audits and Monitoring

4. Ongoing Review: Audits, Monitoring Performance

The Smart Bowen Pty Ltd Risk Management Plan

• Smart Bowen Pty Ltd has written policies and procedures for ensuring quality training and

assessment consistent with its scope of registration and scale of operations.
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• Smart Bowen Pty Ltd complies with the industry standards across all of its operations and in

all of training/assessment activities, including those undertaken by other persons or bodies

on its behalf.

• The CEO in conjunction with the Training Manager, or an external consultant conducts a risk

assessment analysis and an internal audit of its compliance with these policies and

procedures at least annually.

• Smart Bowen Pty Ltd writes plans for its business that is consistent with its scale of

operations. This plan is reviewed annually.

Risk Identification

The CEO is responsible for the identification and management of risks concerned with compliance

with the standards.

In assessing compliance risks we have defined 4 types of risk categories:

i) Human Resources

ii) Documentation and Paperwork

iii) Policies and Procedures

iv) Property, Assets and Facilities

We then evaluate each of the instruments within the industry for compliance within each of these

categories. After identifying a compliance risk we apply an appropriate compliance control to

manage the risk.

Data from the Risk Management Assessment Plan will then be transposed into the Risk Management

Audit Report where the data will be collated and analysed. Where required, a corrective action will

be created with a responsibility and date for completion. This will be managed and monitored for

completion and signed off by the Training Manager and CEO for closeout verification.

All compliance controls will be documented within Policy and Procedures Manual and will be

referenced accordingly.

Procedure

 Develop a Risk Management Plan in consultation with staff.

 Review the Risk Assessment Framework.

 Mandate risk management objectives in alignment with quality and compliance

requirements.

 Allocate appropriate resource for risk management and schedule periodic review for

appropriateness.

 Complete an Internal Audit annually of its compliance with the industry standards.

 Complete a Risk Assessment annually to:

o Ensure the delivery of Training undertaken by Smart Bowen Pty Ltd is industry

compliant.

o Identify indicators of risk, considering the potential impact (risk assessment).

o Complete analysis, evaluation, treatment, monitor & control risks.
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o Consider Key Risk Concerns and then detail the potential likelihood and level of

impact.

o Refer to the Overall Risk Rating table to then categorise risk rating: Low, Medium,

High or Extreme and take appropriate action.

o Ensuring that Smart Bowen Pty Ltd complies with the industry standards for training

organisations across all of its operations and in all of its training / assessment

activities, including those undertaken by other persons or bodies on its behalf and;

To ensure that:

 Monitoring of policies and procedures to ensure quality training and assessment is

consistent with scale of operations.

 Embedding risk management into Smart Bowen Pty Ltd practices with the impetus that it

must be effective, relevant and efficient.

 Corrective action is implemented to prevent any failure to comply with the industry quality

system, policies or procedures.

 Smart Bowen Pty Ltd documents and implements procedures to assure the integrity,

accuracy and currency of records.

 Smart Bowen Pty Ltd policies and procedures incorporate access and equity principles.

 Smart Bowen Pty Ltd has developed and implemented written procedures for the

recruitment, induction and ongoing development of each member of its staff who is

involved in training, assessment or client service, and encourage and provide relevant

opportunities for their professional development, and monitor their performance.

 Smart Bowen Pty Ltd has developed and implemented strategies for training delivery and

assessment for each training qualification and training program within its scope of through

effective consultation with industry.

 Smart Bowen Pty Ltd complies with the assessment guidelines included in the applicable

training programs or the assessment requirements specified in Smart Bowen Pty Ltd training

programs.

 Smart Bowen Pty Ltd accurately represents to prospective clients training products and

services that lead to Smart Bowen Pty Ltd Certifications or Statements of Achievement and

ensures that advertised outcomes are consistent with these qualifications.

 Smart Bowen Pty Ltd monitors its financial position formally on a monthly basis holding

business review meetings with administrators.

 Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will collate data to complete the Management Review Report annually.

Management Review Report

To ensure that Smart Bowen Pty Ltd continues to improve its services Smart Bowen Pty Ltd

systematically checks processes to actual outcomes, this is completed via a half yearly Management

Review.

Results from audits and reviews of feedback are analysed by CEO in collaboration with the Training

Manager and senior management with one member of the training staff to identify areas for

improvement.
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Corrective Action

A Corrective Action Record will be raised, monitored (status reports) and actioned, then filed in the

Quality Compliance Folder for future reference.

The CEO and Training Manager will have a monthly meeting regarding Corrective Actions – at this

meeting the Training Manager will go through ‘open actions’ and discuss the status report on each,

actions that have been completed will also be discussed and closed via signoff by CEO. At this point

in time the Training Manager will then complete documentation and update the corrective action

register.

Issued: 18 / 01 / 2016

15. STUDENT RECORDS MANAGEMENT Policy & Procedure

Objective

This policy describes the systematic process by which Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will collect, maintain and

manage adequate records.

Scope

This policy applies to all records in relation to the operation of Smart Bowen Pty and the process by

which records are collected, maintained and management by staff employed by or contracted to

Smart Bowen Pty.

Definitions

Clients may also be referred to as students in this policy.

Policy Statement

• Data will be collected, collated, maintained, analysed and managed in accordance with the

industry regulations for Training Organisations.

• Smart Bowen Pty will retain student records of attainment of units of competency and

qualifications for a period of no less than 10 years.

• Other records unless advised will be maintained as per statutory requirements, for example

Section 286(2) of the Corporations Act requires financial records to be kept for seven years.

• Student enrolment forms will be retained for 2 years from completion of course

• Smart Bowen Pty will retain master copies of training resources and assessment instruments

for 1 year from the last day of operational use.

• Students assessment evidence will be retained for 1 year from completion of course.

• Disposal of data after retention period will be via shredding data and placing into the secure

data disposal bin.
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• Smart Bowen Pty will ensure that, except as required by law, information about a client is

not disclosed to a third party without the written consent of the client (refer Privacy Policy).

• Under the National Privacy Principles the student or staff member can access his/her

personal information and may correct inaccurate or out-dated information about them. (refer

Privacy Policy and Students Records Access form).

• The version control policy describes the numbering system necessary to systematically track

and control changes that will occur with documentation and subsequent revisions.

• The Training Manager will routinely check student records for accuracy and currency.

• A register of trainers and assessors is maintained.

• The safeguarding of client confidentiality will be maintained.

• Records will be maintained of enrolments, participation, fees paid and refunds given.

• All policies and procedures are reviewed on a yearly basis (refer Version Control Policy).

Storage and Backup

Electronic backups are completed on all files. This occurs in four categories.

1. Client Management System (CMS) (student records)

2. Marketing

3. Administration

4. Trainers Invoicing /Employee Information

Safeguarding Records

The confidentiality of records will be maintained by:

• Electronic: password username entry to system with different access levels (relevant to role
of person seeking access)

o Backup external Hard Drives and or Memory Sticks are locked in fire proof safe at

CEO’s residence

• Hard copy: secured in locked metal storage cabinet and within locked managers office

• Archived: locked in secure storage room

Induction and professional development for all staff involved with records management.

Trainer and Assessors Records

All staff and persons working on behalf of Smart Bowen Pty as trainers and assessors will have their

records securely maintained by Smart Bowen Pty for seven years from last day of employment with

the Company.
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Qualifications and experience will be verified by the Training Manager; evidence will be documented

and maintained in the Trainers Register, Trainers Skills Matrix and Staff file.

Types of Records

Smart Bowen Pty maintains records of all activities related to the operation of the business. These

include, but are not limited to:

Financial Marketing Business Planning & Direction

Corrective Actions Partnerships Agreements Trainer Qualifications

Training & Assessment Strategies Work Health & Safety Complaints and Appeals

Risk Management Audit Continuous Improvement Trainer Supervision

Version Control Assets and Equipment Trainers Register

Backups Training Resources Management Review Report

Contracts Employee CVs Audit Report

Software Details Trainer Matrix Tax Instalment Declaration

Employment Agreement Contractor Agreement Incident Report

Student Details Student Fees and Refunds Statistical Data

Qualifications Statement of Achievement Assessment Details

Employer Survey Student Survey Completion Rates

Observation Checklist Class Timetable Assessment Cover Sheets

Assessor Notes Validation/Moderation Enrolment Documentation

Student Records Storage

Smart Bowen Pty will retain student records of achievement of units of competency and

qualifications for a period of no less than 10 year in electronic format.

Electronic backups are completed on a weekly basis in regard to all categories above.

In respect to student’s records, Smart Bowen Pty secures all client records of attainment of units of

competency and qualifications in the CMS. Two backup mechanisms are utilised, one via external

hard drive or memory stick backup removed off site every week (refer Backup Procedure) and another via

our Client Management Software which has a backup stored on our system and at the CMS vendors

site (MS Excel).

Hard copies of records of attainment of units of competency and qualifications and maintained in

two registers:

1. Certificate Register (form QUALCR)
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2. Statement of Achievement Register (form QUALSAR) on site for a period of 2 years, then

disposed of via secure method.

3. Hard copy data is securely stored in the client records storage file in the Training Managers

office.

Record Keeping

Smart Bowen Pty uses a client management system (CMS) (MS Excel) which maintains all records of

student details including enrolments, training and assessment, progress, and is used to generate

Certificates/Diplomas & Statements of Achievement.

The software supplier is not able to withhold student records under any circumstances; we inserted

the above statement as a clause into the vendor agreement.

A copy of Certifications and statements of achievement will be kept in the student’s academic file,

scanned copies kept in electronic format in the CMS and backed up to tape drive.

Student Records Process

 The Smart Bowen Pty Ltd directors are responsible for maintaining up to date records of

enrolment, data entry of results and learners access to their records via approval from

Training Manager.

 The CEO in consultation with the Training Manager is responsible for overall management

and review of the CMS.

 The CEO is responsible for the resulting and issuing of testamurs and statements of

attainment and maintaining currency of data in the Client Management System (CMS) and

also in hard format. (refer Qualification Issuance Policy).

 The Smart Bowen Pty Ltd directors will facilitate ongoing Professional Development to staff

regarding use of the CMS and other records management processes relevant to their roles.

 The CEO is responsible for data maintenance and backup.

 The CEO is responsible for secure storage of files (as per backup procedure) and checking

restore functionality of data backup system.

 A final closeout check of the student’s admin and academic files is completed by the Training

Manager; a copy of the award documents is placed into the students file and then placed

into archive box and categorised by end course date with student ID and then moved into

the secure archive room.

 Record and retrieval from archive is managed by the CEO with a second witness being the

Training Manager.

Disposal of Documents

Due to space constraints, it is not viable or an efficient use of Smart Bowen Pty Ltd facilities to store

all data. As such, the following process applies:
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Smart Bowen Pty Ltd maintains all units of training and assessment information for a

minimum period of 1 year from completion of the unit; this includes master copies of

student assessments and training resources.

The CEO is responsible for managing the retention of records and will also complete the

disposal of records at end 1 year post completion of course.

Records will be disposed of via use a shredder or a registered document disposal company.

In the case where the amount of hard copy documentation is beyond space availability, and is not

approved for disposal, the Training Manager will manage the process of conversion into electronic

copy of documentation.

Student Access of Records

It is our intent to ensure that learners have timely access to their records. We maintain ‘up to date’

records relating to enrolment and ongoing participation, a Client Management System (CMS) is used

for this purpose. The CMS is managed by the data entry officer and monitoring and overall

management and review by the CEO.

To access their records, students are required to contact the Training Manager and request the

Student Records Access Form, which they will need to fill out and sign and return to Training

Manager. Upon receipt of the completed form, the Training Manager will provide student access to

records of their participation and progress.

Issued: 16 / 01 / 2015

16. TRANSITION ARRANGEMENT Policy & Procedure

Objective

This policy describes the process by which Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will transition from superseded

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd training qualification and/or course to new or revised training qualification

and/or accredited course in compliance with the industry standards for Training Organisations.

This policy ensures that Smart Bowen Pty Ltd only delivers current Smart Bowen Training

qualifications or courses.

Requirement

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will manage the transition from superseded training qualification within 12

months of their change.

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd will manage the transition from superseded course within 12 months of their

publication.
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Scope

This procedure applies to all persons employed by or contracted to Smart Bowen Pty Ltd and

students.

Definitions

Training program is a set of industry endorsed standards and qualifications used to recognise and

assess the skills and knowledge people need to perform effectively in the Bowen workplace.

Training Course is developed to meet training needs.

Superseded Date is the date that the new training package or accredited course is published on the

training.gov.au website.

Transition Period must be completed within 12 months of the date the new training program or

accredited course is released.

Policy Statement

1. The CEO reviews currency of training qualifications and courses that are on scope on a

quarterly (or earlier) basis and also at management review meetings. If a transition is

required the Training Manager will manage the process. This ensures that Smart Bowen Pty

Ltd is operating from the current version and/or is managing the transitioning from

superseded training qualification and/or course.

2. Smart Bowen Pty Ltd must commence enrolments in the replacement qualification as soon

as practicable but no later than 12 months from the date of publication of the replacement

qualification.

3. Smart Bowen Pty Ltd must transfer continuing students of the superseded qualification into

the replacement qualification as soon as practicable but no later than 12 months from the

date of publication of the replacement qualification, unless they will be genuinely

disadvantaged if required to do so.

4. During the transition period, Smart Bowen Pty Ltd may continue to enrol and/or commence

delivery and assessment in the superseded qualification and must transition students to the

new qualification as soon as practicable, but no later than 12 months from the date of

publication of the new qualification.

5. Smart Bowen Pty Ltd must transfer continuing students of a superseded accredited course

into the replacement Training qualification or course as soon as practicable but no later than

12 months from the date of publication of the replacement Training qualification or course,

unless they will be genuinely disadvantaged if required to do so.

6. Smart Bowen Pty Ltd must commence enrolments in the replacement qualification or

accredited course as soon as practicable but no later than 12 months from the date of

publication of the replacement Training qualification or course.
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Transition and Options

There are two choices to take when transitioning students. The Training Manager should discuss

with senior management whether to ‘credit transfer’ or ‘teach out’ the students. Students should

not be disadvantaged in any way.

• The ‘teach out’ process will require that students complete the course within one (1) year

from expiry of previous training program or accredited course.

• Whereas the ‘credit transfer’ will require continuing students to enrol in the new
qualification and have previously completed units mapped to the new qualification. With
regard to continuing students, a renewed enrolment agreement must be completed.

Procedure

The CEO must:

• Review out dated Training and Assessment Strategy (TAS) and develop new TAS in

consultation with the industry (validation process).

• Develop a transition plan/schedule to clearly detail the timelines for transition and ensure all

affected students are smoothly transitioned to new course.

• Discuss transition strategy with staff: College Manager, Marketing Manager, Admissions,

Trainers and CEO.

• Review needs for professional development activities regarding changes.

• Update employers and funding providers and other stakeholders about the changes and

possible effects and advising the expiry date regarding teach-out period.

• Prepare formal notifications to students, staff and employers.

• Document changes in corrective action register, qualification on scope register and version

control register.

• Review and update all resources relevant to course including, staffing, equipment, facilities,

course materials - assessment tools, study outlines, program guides and training plans,

mapping tools etc.

• Detail in the Corrective Action Record the documents to be changed and include action

dates and assigned responsibilities.

• Ensure that students are allowed to complete the course they originally enrolled.

• Once qualification or course is approved, enrolments may begin.

• Students will also have the opportunity to transfer to the replacement qualification or

accredited course if they so request.

• Ensure that students are not disadvantaged by transferring to new qualification or course.

• Complete teach out of expired qualification or course.

Issued: 17 / 01 / 2016
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17. VERSION CONTROL Policy & Procedure

Objective

This policy describes the numbering system necessary to systematically track and control changes

that will occur with documentation and subsequent revisions. This also will include the recording of

amendment dates.

Requirement

Smart Bowen Pty Ltd uses a systematic and continuous improvement approach to the management

of operations.

Responsible parties

The CEO is responsible for the control and issue of this procedure (this may be delegated).

Procedures

 A member of staff is assigned the responsibility of reviewing, managing/authorizing version

control of all documents relating to Smart Bowen Pty Ltd.

 The staff member establishes a version control register, see Version Control Register Form

CV, which documents version number and dates of issue of all documents.

 All policies, procedures and forms are identified and version controlled.

 All policies and procedures are reviewed for currency on a yearly basis, and is detailed on

the last page of each policy i.e. to be revised by … the footer also includes review date.

 The staff member allocates a document ID (eg. Form CP) to each document.

 The staff member reviews all documents prior to issue or re-issue.

 The staff member notes the names of receivers of modified documents on distribution list in

register.

 Regular updates of the register and documents are issued (hard copy, electronic) to all

personnel by the staff member to ensure employee knowledge of updated materials and the

procedure to access documents.

 The authorised staff member regularly archives or destroys superseded documents. [refer to

standards for archiving or destroying data].

The following standard is the format for version control; all documents relevant to Smart Bowen Pty

Ltd must follow this standard:

see example:

Version Number Space Date Review Date Form Identifier

V1.0 - 02/14 02/15 Form XYZ

Issued: 16 / 01 / 2016


